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Of Façades and Faces 
 

Bart Verschaffel 

(Ghent University) 

 

 

I shall here investigates the complex relation between the face and 

facial expressions and the architectural façade, as analogous structures to 

draw and to direct the attention. The argument combines elements of the 

analysis by Georg Simmel of the „the aesthetics of the face‟ with material 

taken from the entries on architecture from the General Theory of the Fine 

Arts (1775) of the 18th-century German philosopher Johann Sulzer. I come 

to the conclusion that a façade is not as a face, but much more as a mask: as 

a face minus the gaze, more hiding an interior than expressing it. 

The cities we know are made up of buildings, streets, parks and 

squares, and also of façades, and above all of faces. The city is after all first 

and foremost a social reality, and the people and their faces are the first 

things we notice and react to. When one walks down a street one remembers 

the people rather than the houses. Yet there are also buildings with a „social 

awareness‟: buildings that are not simply in the city, but stand in the street, 

which turn towards the street and address the passers-by. Not all buildings 

do this. Some constructions and street blocks are amalgams that have no 

clear boundaries or form, some have a frontage that is inexpressive, some 

impress and make their presence felt only by their distinctly closed form or 

their mass. The side of a volume – of a palace or a villa, for example, or the 

side of a high-rise building – is not necessarily a façade that makes up a 

street together with a row of other façades. Not all buildings have a façade. 

But there are also those where the situation is as with people: they make you 

forget their „body‟, in fact they even vanish, behind their façade. They turn 

distinctly to one side, they show themselves and they look. And seeing no 

more than a face is sufficient to see a person. 

The face is more than anywhere else the place where there is „some-

one‟, where a personality breaks through and appears – makes itself visible 

– in the world. The body, the hands and shoulders and feet speak „body lan-

guage‟, but one cannot „address‟ hands, whereas one can a face. The person 

exists in the face. However, to be able to address someone so exclusively the 
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face has to be separated, even almost isolated, from the rest of the body. The 

make-up of the human body certainly helps this: unlike those of many ani-

mals, the human head is not an extremity or elongation of the torso, but 

stands on top of the neck as if it were a plinth, almost separate from the 

torso. Culture reinforces this by dressing the body and leaving the face bare, 

by attracting attention to the head by means of jewels and embellishments, 

and in the case of the man, above all by cutting the neck and head off 

sharply from the body.
1
 (In the case of women, the transition from head and 

neck to shoulders and body often remains openly visible – this continuity 

suggests that women are (also) „body‟. When a woman‟s shoulders and 

neck, and even part of her face remain rigorously covered, in fact it is for the 

same reason). An even more essential point is that a human does not have a 

snout but a face: the head has a flat front that is (mentally) clearly distinct 

from the sides, the back and the top of the head. A head is not a sphere: we 

can approach, or confront, a person „frontally‟. In a short essay written in 

1901, Die ästhetische Bedeutung des Gesichts, Georg Simmel described the 

basic structure of the human face as a Träger des Geistes (bearer of the 

soul), being a very fine balance between a “multitude and variety of parts, 

forms and colours” and the “perfect unity” of the mutual interpenetration 

and cooperation of the parts of a whole, which characterises life and the 

mind as such.
2
 When time and gravity make their mark on the face, and the 

facial features start to “hang”, the face is no longer a pure expression of the 

inner life, but reveals its subjection to the laws of „matter‟. The face be-

comes less mental. But the human face not only shows this mental unity, it 

is also the manifestation of a single special unverwechselbare Persönlichkeit 

(unmistakable personality): so the face is a balance between the “general 

form” of the mental and the unique or special that results from aberrations 

and variations in this general structure. However, in order that a face can be 

personal and individual, it must first flawlessly achieve the general form of 

the face. Flawless symmetrical composition is essential and, linked to this, 

so too is the mirror axis that indicates the middle and suggests a centre. 

Symmetry indicates that the various parts are incorporated and operate with-

in a larger general structure: Das Gesicht ist die merkwürdigste ästhetische 

Synthese der formalen Prinzipien der Symmetrie und der Individualisierung; 

als Ganzes die letztere verwirklichend, thut es dies in der Form der ersteren, 

                                                 
1 Jenseits der Schönheit. Schriften zur Ästhetik und Kunstphilosophie (Suhrkamp, 

2008), p. 73. 
2 Ibid., p. 72-77. 
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die die Beziehungen seiner Teile beherrscht.
1
 (The face is the most remark-

able aesthetic synthesis of the formal principles of symmetry together with 

individualisation; as a total form it brings about the latter, but by way of the 

form of the former, which controls the relationship between the parts). 

When this delicate balance is upset, and parts of the face deviate in size, 

shape or colour, or when conspicuous scars or marks appear on the face, 

they have a „separating‟ effect, and the face falls apart. The face then be-

comes no longer „characteristic‟, but impersonalised. „Zentrifugalität‟ re-

sults in „Entgeistigung‟. What happens to or in a face, such as the effect of 

time and ageing, spontaneous reactions, or the expression of moods, must 

thus always vary within the basic structure of the face. When this is dis-

rupted, the personal expression transforms into an anonymous scream or 

impersonal grimace, into a mug in which the personality does not appear 

recognisably but behind which, rather, it vanishes – like a mask that moves 

in front of the face. On the other hand it is also true that when a face is 

rigidly symmetrical and regular, completely smooth, and without „variation‟, 

it seems lifeless and empty – with no „inside‟, like a doll. 

It is striking that in his analysis of the face, Simmel makes an ab-

straction of the difference between the genders, and also does not mention a 

second, very essential part of the facial structure at all: the power of the 

gaze. The face is more than the place where the mental and personal are 

represented. Simmel does recognise an (important) difference between the 

way the movements of the hands and the face express the personality, but he 

understands the intensity in the face to be a matter of gradation. However, 

there is not only more expression in the face, there is also a direct presence: 

the visible and tangible breaking out of an „inside‟ into the world „outside‟.
2
 

Someone is looking. So it is also a matter of understanding how the gaze 

works. Deleuze writes that the pierced plane is essential for „faciality‟ or 

visagéité. Every hole in a plane looks. And in this gaze we encounter the 

internal point, the centre that is both a constituent part of the structure of the 

„mental‟ and evidence of irreducible unicity. The gaze shows where one can 

address someone directly. 

It is a very old and transcultural tradition to view the house as a sort 

of body, and to understand it by means of bodily metaphors. Windows are 

like eyes, the brain is the upstairs room, the skull is a roof. The gateway to 

                                                 
1 Ibid., p. 76. 
2 I am here reusing an argument I employed in my „Kleine theorie van het portret‟, 

first published in De Witte Raaf, no. 81 (1999), pp. 1-5. 
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hell is a mouth, to enter a building is to be swallowed up. And the reverse is 

just as true: people live in their bodies, do they not? Dying means leaving or 

moving out. Face, façade. Is a façade (like) a face? The above characterisa-

tion of the face suggests two topics for a theory of the façade: the effective-

ness of the structure of the façade, and the question of whether a façade 

looks or not. The streets in our cities are made up mostly of late-eighteenth 

to mid-twentieth-century façades, which are variations on a standard pat-

tern.
1
 As is often the case with widespread and accepted practices, the cus-

toms and rules by which they were designed are only partly or deficiently 

formulated and justified. To approach the subject, I am using a number of 

articles from the aesthetic encyclopaedia of the almost forgotten eighteenth-

century German philosopher Johann Sulzer.
2
 In his Allgemeine Theorie der 

Schönen Künste he combines an interest in the concrete and practical, with a 

sense of encyclopaedic systematisation, and in speculation, which was char-

acteristic of the early Enlightenment: in addition to theoretical and specu-

lative articles on „Das Wesen der Baukunst‟ and „Symmetrie‟, he devotes 

separate and very concrete articles to the balcony, the corridor, the window, 

the portal, the upper floor, the plinth of a building, and so on. He very clas-

sically derives the architectural rules of beauty from the beauty of the hu-

man body: Jeder organisierte Körper ist ein Gebäude‟; „alle Weisheit und 

aller Geschmack, den man an dem äußern und inneren Bau des mensch-

lichen Körpers bewundert, daran alles vollkommen ist, muss nach Beschaf-

fenheit des Gegenstandes auch in einem vollkommenen Gebäude zu be-

merken sein.
3
 („Every organised body is a building; All the wisdom and taste 

displayed in the inner and outer composition of the human body, which is 

perfectly made, which have to be adapted depending on the case, also char-

acterise a building.‟) Sulzer himself does not see the façade explicitly as a 

face. But what he says about „the building as a body‟ matches entirely what 

Simmel says about the face – because Simmel‟s „aesthetics of the face‟ 

                                                 
1 I shall not deal with the modernist critique and the „crisis‟ of the façade here. For a 

good statement of this problem, see Thomas Schumacher “The Skull and the Mask. 

The Modern Movement and the Dilemma of the Façade”, The Cornell Architectural 

Journal, (Fall (3) 1987), p. 4; and “‟The Outside is the Result of the Inside‟: Some 

Sources of One of Modernism‟s Most Persistent Doctrines”, Journal of Architectural 

Education, vol. 56,1 (2002), pp. 22-23. 
2 Johann Georg Sulzer (1720-1779), Allgemeine Theorie der Schönen Künste, in 

einzeln, nach alphabetischer Ordnung der Kunstwörter auf einander folgenden 

Artickeln abgehandelt, (Leipzig, Weissman & Reich, 1775). 
3 Ibid., “Vom Wesen der Baukunst” (On the Essence of The Art of Building). 
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actually come down to a transposition or concentration of the classical 

theory of the beauty of the body onto the face. The building, according to 

Sulzer, should be a „whole‟, and In dem Ganzen muss eine solche Har-

monie, ein solches Gleichgewicht der Teile sein, dass kein Teil zum Schaden 

des Ganzen weder hervor stehe, noch durch Mangel und Unvollkommenheit 

die Aufmerksamkeit store.
1
 („Such a harmony and balance should prevail 

amongst the parts of the whole that no part comes to the fore at the expense 

of any other, or stands out as a result of another shortcoming or imperfec-

tion‟). When Sulzer applies these general aesthetic principles to the façade, 

it comes down to the regularity of the horizontal and vertical arrangement of 

the windows, which he considers to be the main elements of the façade, and 

a clear horizontal articulation of the façade into storeys. The windows must 

be horizontally and vertically aligned, and crucial elements in this are an 

uneven number of windows and a width and division of the windows that 

are related to this. In this way the entrance can be put in the middle of the 

façade and the central axis of the façade can be designed with extra em-

phasis. The façade must also be clearly divided horizontally into storeys by 

means of ledges, cornices and so on. It is crucial in all this that the façade 

appears to be a regular and well-structured whole (an „entity‟) which, within 

its structure, makes room for an abundance and variety of parts and details 

that make the façade „special‟ – decorative panels, colours, coats of arms, 

inscriptions, sculptures, etc. In Sulzer‟s view, it is not at all necessary for the 

floor plan to keep to the regularity and symmetry of the façade. The plan is a 

pragmatic issue. Like the face, the façade has to come across as an integrat-

ed whole with a „middle‟, but does not have to be „true‟ – and does not 

therefore have to show what is really behind it. A face is not transparent. 

The traditional 19th-century façade does indeed appear to have been 

designed in accordance with a pattern that follows Sulzer‟s guidelines, and 

which at the same time is virtually identical to the „diagram‟ that artists use 

as an aid to sketching the face. The ratio between width and height is 2:3, 

and the width is divided into two halves and the height into three bands. 

Projected onto the face, the nose indicates the central axis and the line of the 

mouth and the line of the eyes form the boundaries of the middle part and 

divide the face into three levels. Traditional façades of private houses are 

designed according to this pattern. It is after all essential in the design that – 

with all the necessary and desired variations – the parts of the façade are po-

                                                 
1 Sulzer Allgemeine Theorie, article on “Vom Wesen der Baukunst”. 
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sitioned so that it is „in balance‟ and is arranged on the basis of the central 

axis. 

The geometrical middle of the façade must determine its centre. And 

after that, the pragmatic and functional importance that the entrance to a 

building has in any case, and which it passes on to the ground level and the 

ground floor, has to be tempered and relativized. In official and monumental 

architecture and palace architecture this can be done by a flight of stairs in 

front of the building that lead to an entrance on the piano nobile. For a town 

mansion or citizen‟s house this is not normally possible – one can only raise 

the entrance by a few steps at the most. The centre of the façade must there-

fore be raised visually and symbolically. Raising the ground floor or instal-

ling steps upward only provides half a solution. The centre must after all be 

moved to the first floor – meaning to the band between the mouth and the 

eyes. Façade architecture demonstrates the various ingenious ways by which 

this is possible: by lowering the lowermost storey (e.g. by dividing it into 

two horizontal bands or by reducing it with a plinth); by isolating the first 

floor and accentuating it by means of ledges and mouldings (often elabo-

rated or multiplied at the bottom, lighter and more modest at the top), by 

projecting bay windows and balconies that are supported by the ground 

floor, by using different building materials, by adding ornamentation, by 

combining two storeys to form a single middle layer; by slightly narrowing 

the uppermost storey and keeping it flat and plain, like a forehead, and link-

ing it to the roof …. 

Sulzer sees the correspondence between a building and the human 

body not only in structural or formal similarities, but also in a resemblance 

of Gestalt. He is for instance of the opinion that every building should have 

a „foot‟ (and he calls the plinth of a building a „flat foot‟) to separate it from 

the ground and thereby display sturdiness and above all self-reliance (literal-

ly). A stately building is not like a hut or a barn, it is not fixed to the ground 

like a tree with roots, but stands upon the earth like a human. Jeder stehen-

de Körper, der das Ansehen eines Ganzen haben soll, muss einen von seinen 

übrigen Teilen unterschiedenen Fuß haben. („Every upright body, which has 

to appear to be an independent entity, has to have a „foot‟ that is separate 

from the other parts‟). A building needs a foot damit man deutlich bemer-

ken könne, dass ihm von unten zu nichts fehle und dass er ganz sei.
1
 („so that 

it is clear that nothing is lacking at the bottom and that the building is com-

plete‟). Sulzer states that the ratio of this foot – meaning the plinth or layer 

                                                 
1 Sulzer Allgemeine Theorie, article on “Fuss”. 
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of rustication on the building – to the body should remain between 1:12 and 

1:20, otherwise the metaphor of the body loses its credibility and one can no 

longer see the lowermost layer as a „foot‟. Sulzer‟s view is that a building 

should come across as a whole and that for us the human body provides the 

basic image for what we consider to be a successful „whole‟. Simmel agrees 

with this, but replaces „body‟ by „face‟. And the analogy between what the 

foot does with the body and what the neck does with the head is quite clear. 

Like a building that is fixed to the earth without a foot, a head that is fixed 

directly to the torso also loses its dignity. 

So the design of a façade is all about symmetry and balance, and 

about the elevation of the „centre‟. But when the façade is indeed like a face, 

it must also be a question of dosing the balance between the blank wall and 

transparency. Regarding the question of how a façade looks, and what this 

says about the façade and what it covers up or hides, there are two elements 

in Sulzer‟s Allgemeine Theorie that are relevant. Firstly, Sulzer repeatedly 

asks that eine Außenseite nicht mehr leeres als volles oder nicht mehr 

Öffnungen als feste Teile habe, damit nicht das Gebäude das Ansehen der 

Festigkeit verliere und wie eine Laterne aussehe.
1
 („A façade should not 

have more empty surfaces than full, or more open than closed, so as not to 

lose its solidity and not to look like a lantern‟). When a façade is almost 

transparent, and there is therefore no surface left to be „penetrated‟ by an 

opening, it is as if the building has a „glass head/body‟. It no longer has any 

„inside‟, it loses its centre. A glass box is not „someone‟. The second rel-

evant remark is that the openings – windows, doors, gates – that are left 

open unornamented in a wall come across as brutish and random. They have 

to be framed. The „hole‟ that pierces the surface should not look like an ac-

cident. Plinths, window ledges, cornices and ornaments underline and con-

firm the openings, making it clear that a hole is wanted, as something „über-

legtes und richtig abgemessenes‟.
2
 („composed and measured‟). It is true 

that ever since the invention of the façade during the Renaissance, its design 

has revolved mainly around accentuating the separate parts of the building – 

the entrances and the windows – by means of mouldings, keystones, atlan-

tes, basreliefs, heraldic symbols, etc.
3
 (It is the case that the human eye is 

                                                 
1 Sulzer Allgemeine Theorie, article on „Öffnungen‟. 
2 Sulzer Allgemeine Theorie, article on „Öffnungen‟. 
3 For one of the rare wide-ranging studies devoted to the façade, see: Charles Bur-

roughs The Italian Renaissance palace façade: structures of authority, surfaces of 

sense, (Cambridge UP, 2002), and a recent theoretical interpretation and historical 
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also clearly framed by the eyebrows and cheekbones and lies in a „socket‟, 

and that make-up aims to enhance this). So Sulzer also sees the façade as a 

matter of decoration, of elements that have no constructional purpose, but 

which as a „surplus‟ do have an important function, such as the accentuation 

of the „opnings‟ or focusing the attention on the middle or axis of symmetry 

of all or part of a façade. 

Is a façade a face because it looks? Merleau-Ponty writes that the 

gaze is like a glove; one can turn it inside out. A hole in a surface pierces, 

looks and radiates, but the opening also sucks in, draws inside. One also 

looks, together with the light that enters, into the opening: into the „eyes‟, 

the „mouth‟, the „nose‟. (I shall not consider the issue of the effect of arti-

ficial light and the lighted window here). In my opinion, the exceptional 

power or „presence‟ of the façade has more to do with „showing oneself in 

order to be looked at‟ than with „looking‟ oneself. (There is a big difference 

between walking past a blank wall and a row of façades with windows, but 

when one feels one is observed by the windows the façade itself vanishes, 

just as the face vanishes when one looks into someone‟s eyes). As far as the 

façade is concerned, it is essential that one is able to look straight through 

the front of the building to see an „inside‟. The façade not only has the struc-

ture or Gestalt of a face, but should also suggest and herald the hidden depth 

and darkness of an interior‟. A façade is a screen and not a sculpture. The 

suggestion of depth is created most easily by means of openings. But, from 

many examples of monumental buildings, starting with lots of church fa-

çades of the Renaissance and the baroque, we learn that the suggestion of 

depth can just as easily be created by articulating the façade to a high degree 

and by adding relief, so that the changing light on the pale wall creates 

heavy black shadows. In this way, the façade is no longer a flat wall, but 

itself takes on thickness and depth, and the interplay of light and black 

shadow on the façade functions as an exterior herald of the hidden „centre‟ 

of the interior. 

Does the importance of the decorative elements suggest an alterna-

tive interpretation of the special effect of the façade that is completely dif-

ferent from the structure of its „faciality‟? Could it be that the façade is 

special, and holds the attention, because it is richly decorated, and the bare 

sides and back, and the fronts of cheap buildings, are not? Is the façade one 

                                                                                                        
survey: Antonello Boschi Fenomenologia della facciata. Percorsi interpretative, let-

ture evolutive, itinerary compositivi, with introduction by Charles Burroughs (Milan, 

Edizioni Franco Angeli, 2010). 
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of those status symbols that radiate power by means of wealth and abun-

dance? There are certainly some striking baroque and vernacular façades 

whose decoration entirely overruns the structure. But one cannot make good 

façades with decoration alone. Sulzer anticipates later arguments against 

decoration when he writes that mit närrischen, abenteuerlichen oder aus-

schweifenden Zierraten überladene Gebäude, die in einem Lande allgemein 

sind, unfehlbar eine schlimme Wirkung auf die Denkungsart des Volks 

(haben).
1
 („buildings that are overloaded with ridiculous, contrived or aber-

rant ornaments that are traditional in a region of a country inevitably have a 

negative influence on the mentality of the people‟). It is a matter of how 

decoration is used. And then this analysis turns out to be complementary to 

the previous one: after all, all cultures decorate their faces first and fore-

most. And it is precisely where the face is concerned – and the façade – that 

a specific problem is raised. Several years after his essay on the face, Sim-

mel also wrote about the function of make-up, the „Schmuck‟.
2
 Adornment 

always signifies showing (a form of) „possession‟: An dem geschmückten 

Körper besitzen wir mehr, wir sind sozusagen Herr über Weiteres und Vor-

nehmeres, wenn wir über geschmückten Körper verfügen.
3
 („There is more 

„possession‟ in decorated bodies; we are more dignified when our bodies are 

adorned‟). However, it is not the purpose of adornment (jewels, accessories, 

make-up, even festive outfits) that it should come across as a sort of portable 

„property‟, but as an extension or augmentation of the personality. Der 

Schmuck steigert oder erweitert den Eindruck der Persönlichkeit, indem er 

gleichsam als eine Ausstrahlung ihrer werkt.
4
 („The adornment intensifies 

and expands the impression one makes by making the personality “radi-

ate”‟). At the same time, this radiance must not pretend to be a „natural 

expression‟ or „entirely personal‟. It should deliberately and clearly be artifi-

cial, so that one cannot confuse the person with his appearance: it should not 

expose the personality, but conceal it, and suggest an inner self. Simmel 

here repeats an argument seen in his analysis of the face: the personal or 

individual can only establish its presence through an „intermediary‟. The 

face can only be „individual‟ when it first, or simultaneously, achieves the 

„general form‟ of the face. For the personality to be able to appear force-

                                                 
1 Sulzer Allgemeine Theorie, article entitled “Wesen der Baukunst”. 
2 “Exkurs über den Schmuck” (1908), Jenseits der Schönheit. Schriften zur Ästhetik 

und Kunstphilosophie (Suhrkamp, 2008), pp. 17-23. 
3 Ibid., p. 22. 
4 Ibid., p. 18. 
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fully, the „radiance‟ itself has to be impersonal and neutral, and the person 

themselves „hold back‟: radiance is not itself personality but „style‟.
1
 (When 

someone‟s radiance becomes fully „personal‟ and unique, and seems „natu-

rally‟ expressive, it takes the person over and he loses his core – he becomes 

his appearance: an icon). 

Simmel‟s analysis of the „Schmuck‟ helps us understand how and 

why façades can succeed or fail, and what the status of a façade is. The front 

of a building attracts the attention when the structure is lost in a wealth of 

details and signs, but an accumulation or clustering does not make a façade. 

A façade is a composition. On the other hand, overloading a building with 

excessive expression similarly appears to be problematical. A façade that 

does not have the structure (or Gestalt) of a face, but seeks to be its „image 

and likeness‟, will likewise fail. A building with a mouth and eyes is a joke 

that goes on too long, and the façade becomes a caricature. 

The conclusion is that the successful façade operates as a general 

face without a gaze. An emphatically „individualised‟ façade that drowns 

out the scheme works against the building. Likewise a façade which itself 

„looks‟. In neither case can the façade make it clear that the passer-by does 

not know what is going on behind it, and the façade takes the place of the 

building and its occupants. The façade: a general face with empty eyes, 

where the gaze and the inner life that sometimes break through are not a part 

of the „face‟ and do not express themselves in the façade, but hides behind 

it, lighting up only now and then, unpredictably – for example when some-

one appears at a window. So the façade is not a face, but a mask: the façade 

is the form or the scheme of a face that covers a face. Larvatus prodeo („I go 

forward bewitched/masked‟). The façade comes from a world in which, by 

using masks well, one clearly separates the public from the private, in-

creases the tension between the two, and valourises the difference. 

 

 

 

On “Façades and Faces” 
 

Per Hauschild, Architect MAA 

 

Professor Verchaffel discusses whether the façade of a house can be 

compared with a face or rather with a mask. He focuses on houses that are 

                                                 
1 Ibid., pp. 19 & 20. 
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oriented onto a street or a square. Town houses belonging to a certain age: 

17th-18th-century; style: classicism; and social class: the bourgeoisie and 

the rich or else the public. Houses with façades, drawn on the basis of aes-

thetic rules and considerations. No distinction is made between residential 

houses and monumental buildings. The article ends with the conclusion 

"The façade comes from a world in which, by using masks well, one clearly 

separates the public from the private, increases the tension between the two, 

and valorises the difference". 

Can that metaphor be used today? 

The Mask. According to The Great Danish Encyclopaedia the mask 

is "a covering of the face in the form of a full or half mask or livery, that 

hides or changes the wearer's identity". Hiding may have practical impor-

tance to protect (e.g., a surgeon's mask) or make unrecognizable (e.g., anti-

terrorist police), while the desire to change the wearer's identity carries over 

into the magical, religious and symbolic (e.g., Inca masks). Finally, the 

mask can have a purely decorative (e.g., make-up) or entertaining purpose. 

Historical development. With industrialization, and later functional-

ism, emerged new demands, wishes and opportunities for self-expression. 

Open plans, as designed by Frank Lloyd Wright and Mies van der Rohe, 

broke with previous notions of how a house can be organized. In Le Cor-

busier's words: "The house is a machine to live in", the house was designed 

from the inside out (from the use of the house – the programme). The façade 

was no longer regarded as the most important. The plan and the cut was cul-

tivated, aided by technological development, and the emergence of new con-

structions and building materials. Where previously mainly stone and wood 

were used, now steel and glass could be used. In the last 50 years, plastic 

and composite products arrived, and have recently been stimulated by com-

puter technology to such an extent that today there‟s almost no limit to ex-

pression. 

Façades today. Today's builders and architects are influenced by the 

historical development and the world of today is far more complex than 

previously: 

Economy, technology, energy consumption, life span. Economic con-

siderations weigh heavily in most buildings, impeding architectural possibil-

ities. Most houses being built today can be characterized as "construction" 

rather than architecture. The façade today is mostly a climate screen, which 

must meet a number of technical and energy specifications. It can be "intel-

ligent" in managing opening-ability and transparency ranging from the re-

flective to the completely transparent. It can be energy-producing, if it is 
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covered with solar cell panels. Minimizing energy consumption for the pro-

duction and use of façades plays, as a result of CO2 emissions, an increasing 

role. It was previously assumed that a building stood for a hundred years or 

more. Now longevity varies from a "single use only” construction (e.g., Ex-

po) to longer. 

Globalization and shops. Where urban sales outlets previously col-

lected in markets, later shops moved into the groundfloor of houses. Today's 

city centers are more than ever influenced by shop windows, even though 

some of these again are disappearing as a result of (super)markets‟ – inci-

dentally façadeless – resurgence. Cities and their façades are today charac-

terized by globalization and shops. Storefronts are made of glass and have 

the primary goal of catching the attention of passers-by for sales purposes. 

The distance between the product and the customer is minimized. 

"Genius loci". There has generally been an anonymisation of archi-

tecture. Few houses are now adapted to the plot or the spirit of the the place, 

the "genius loci", characterized by use, scale and structure, timeliness, fur-

nishings and sensuality. Most houses being built today are designed accord-

ing to the developer's or architect's economic and prestige motivated desires. 

They can, in principle, be located anywhere. 

Signal Architecture. In a figurative sense, as a "public face", the fa-

çade has a signal value for the user of the building. It can be a company or 

organization that wants to radiate their identity symbolically. Trust (ad-

visors), power and wealth (banks), technological capabilities (firms) or 

"green" profiles (organizations). 

Decoration. Few had predicted the advent of a tatoo fashion, "the 

decorated man", which is now an international phenomenon. After many 

years of a puritanical approach to architecture, one can predict that the 

decorated building sooner or later returns. There have already been moves in 

the form of neo-baroque tendencies in interior design – and fashion. Signage 

has always been a stock-in-trade, much like having plants cover the houses‟ 

exterior. Today, computer technology makes its mark in the form of con-

trolled lighted signs and light effects made possible by LED-technology, as 

well as for example the "Greening" in which the entire façade is clothed in 

plants, made possible by “intelligent” irrigation systems. 

Can the metaphor be used today? In our day rarely are houses built, 

where one can draw comparisons with the face and the mask. Houses of 

which the symmetry and proportions make no one think of a face – houses 

of which the façade can be seen as a mask that hides the face that lies 

behind. You define and perceive the façade differently, but there will contin-
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ue to be houses designed, where the same tools are in play: regular lines, 

symmetry that exists throughout the plant and animal kingdoms, as well as 

the universally occurring golden ratio. Not as before, in the belief of found 

architectural truths – but rather as inspiration. 

Façades can be built in several ways, to be invisible, transparent, or 

completely closed. The façade may consist of several layers, the outermost 

"curtainwall" as a purely technical measure or veil in front of an actual 

façade lying inside. The façade may be reflective, as the perfect mask, 

which both conceals its identity and reflects the surrounding façades‟ masks 

(or faces) at the same time. 

The mask can be "taken on", but also entirely off. 

 

 

 

Façades versus Faces 
 

Robert Mogensen 

Achitect, landscape and urban planner 

 

 

Prof. Bart Verschaffel, investigating the relationships between the 

face, the facial expression, and the architectural façade in the essay ‟Of 

Façades and Faces‟, concludes that the façade cannot be equated with the 

human face for the simple reason that the façade doesn‟t possess the „gaze‟, 

the mirror of the soul. Buildings‟ façades are much better comparable with 

„masks‟ that hide the interior of the house, but maintains access – more or 

less hidden – to keeping track of what‟s happening outside the house. 

From Mask to Façade. I can only partly agree with Verschaffel‟s 

statement, in that I consider his sample to be too narrow and thereby his-

torically locked to one single period, i.e. the late 17
th

 century and c. 150 

years on. It is a dynamical and entrepreneurial period characterized by the 

developed countries‟ transition from soceties based on agriculture to socie-

ties based on industry. 

On account of the considerable demographic displacements between 

town and country in the wake of that economic power shift, a large – on a 

scale never seen before – construction programme of new housing was 

launched; these were realized in immediate proximity or right next to the old 

towns‟ fortifications – a construction flurry that of course were built in the 

manner of the times, the classical or neo-classical style, (fig. 1). 
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The new housing areas were organized in tight blocks, in which each 

house was built together with the neighbouring houses. By and large all the 

continental towns appear to this day with such, larger or smaller, urban 

growth rings from that period. In Denmark they were called brokvarterer 

[bridge quarters]. 

Perception and truth. How often haven‟t one heard about the sym-

metrical division of the face along the bridge of the nose into a right and a 

left side, in which the other facial features, the eyes, the ears, the mouth, and 

the nostrils, distribute into several levels, (fig. 3). And compared with that 

then the central stairwell, the centred apartment building appears obvious – 

a building type every newspaper boy in Denmark knows bringing Berlin-

geren (a well-known Danish conservative newspaper) up to the Bartholins 

on the third floor to the right and Land & Folk (a former Danish communist 

news-paper) to the Jensens on the second floor to the left. 

Another familiar facial feature, the eye line, which contrary to many 

people‟s general notion in fact divides the face into an upper part and a low-

er part of equal size. For draughtsmen and illustrators it‟s a banal knowledge 

that, when respected, nearly always make even the most unmindful student 

proportion faces without trouble. But why so many people think that the 

lower half of the face appears even somewhat larger than the upper half is 

an interesting question. 

My answer is that the lower half or more precisely the facial equi-

lateral triangle from ear to ear and from these to the tip of the chin, is by far 

the most exciting, because here are all the openings in the skull: The mouth, 

nostrils, eyes and ears. Here the person appears immediately alive and pres-

ent, reflecting, sensing og communicating. The upper half is of course also 

interesting to study: The form of the skull, the wrinkles‟ extent, hairstyle 

and other hirsute. Even though these features also enter our impression of a 

given person they no doubt are features of a much less refined biology than 

their counterparts in the lower half. Well, there is nothing particularly per-

sonality forming by the few and largely bland features that up there “under 

the eaves” in the facial top half have found their place. 

Because the lower half of the face is so much more interesting than 

the upper half one believes that a correponding difference also pertains to 

the difference between the halves‟ size and extent. Similar distorted percep-

tions prevail regarding many other things. Periods with great and intense ex-

periences, for example, appear longer than periods in which one is plain 

bored most of the time despite the fact that the two periods are equal in 

terms of time. 
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’The hole’ – what is not! Another aspect contributing to distorsion of 

one‟s perception of the two facial halves – equal in size – are the many holes 

assembled in only one of the them. The number of ”holes” supports alone by 

their numerical superiority the screwed perception of the sizes of the two 

facial halves. The ratio of ”holes” in a plane or surface is altogether an intri-

cate matter, to which Verschaffel also pays a great deal of attention. Thus 

there‟s an enormous difference between passing by a house with closed fa-

çade and a similar house with transparent windows and doors, (fig. 4). 

Won‟t most people also recognize the feeling of attraction or the op-

posite, for example, when passing an open gate at street level. One sponta-

neously turns the head to throw a quick glance toward the gate and hurries 

on. One may even consider it an unconscious attraction, almost as a reflex 

towards the “hole” or rather towards the dramatic function of the hole. The 

gate opening or “hole” allows us the possibility of having a surprising expe-

rience of an unknown kind. The reason for the capacity of the “hole”‟ to 

mesmerize us is probably that it represents a reset, a nothing and everything. 

In other words, the “hole” represents that which is not! 

The stairwell vertical. Speaking of apartment buildings in the above 

period, big homes to each side, equal in size, we probably all know that the 

stairwell generally is in the middle of the house. That the stairwell is clearly 

identifiable on the outside of the house, in the façade, it‟s nearly obvious, 

given that that hole in the façade, through which one has to pass to make 

one‟s entrance into the building, is quite bigger than the other holes in the 

façade, i.e. the apartments‟ window holes. This somewhat larger hole, pre-

cisely due to its different size, demands greater attention that often leads to a 

desire to give the doorway a special mark in the façade, (fig. 5). 

And when the art rises – well, then you might as well go all the way 

to the roof by emphasizing the stairwell vertical in the façade. In other 

words, explicate the function of the stairwell in relation to the building‟s 

other functions. I imagine that this relation in fact is the reason for the archi-

tectural, the particularly distinctive building element, the centered risalite. 

Hereby the analogy with the face‟s centered nose ridge is in sight. 

Times change – so do building style and town size. A number of the 

considerations, thoughts, and ruminations behind Verschaffel‟s essay are 

written spurned by the two gentlemen, luminaries and philosophers, Georg 

Simmel‟s (1858-1918) and Johann Sulzer‟s (1720-1779), respectively, de-

liberations about to which extent the gestalt and expressions of the human 

face are transferable to and comparable with the façade of a building. The 

deliberations of the aforesaid gentlemen, whose existence was unknown to 
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me, are so extensive and subtle that it has required much energy to reach the 

main points in their and in part Verschaffel‟s expositions of a façade having 

a face-like gestalt, that does yet not possess the face‟s lively and registering 

gaze. For the same reason the building façade is best comparable to a face 

mask, (fig. 2). 

Today a corresponding discussion – with an approximately 200 years 

time offset vis-a-vis Simmel‟s and Sulzer‟s original speculations – would 

not in my opinion have anywhere near the same interest and relevance as it 

did in their day. It is thus striking that the façade or those building façades 

comprising the basis of the essay, namely building façades from the latter 

half of the 18th to the first half of the 20th century, express a rather narrow 

set of objects in relation to the significantly larger diversity in materials, 

form, and expression of our time. The explosive town expansions and 

growth experienced in those days were in fact the classicistic or neo-classic 

town house, with only few deviations therefrom, nearly entirely dominant as 

building form and style. 

The building type is simple and uncomplicated, characterized by the 

fact that the outer walls mainly are the building‟s loaded construction and 

that doors and windows therefore appear as holes in a plane, the positioning 

of which in the plane plumb/flush both vertically and horizontally in a 

simple and unified rhythm between the wall and the hole. The same type of 

building often possesses a rich materiality on account of the masonry walls 

and plastered façades – a materiality that gives the building weight and 

underlines its character of body or mass, (fig. 6). 

One can‟t criticise the two gentlemen for the relatively limited range 

of objects. On the contrary. Exactly during said period the old, founded in 

the middle ages, towns‟ reassuring and well-arranged layout/framework was 

blown. The town population increased dramatically due to the shift of power 

from an agrarian based to an industry based economy. 

On this background thousands of new houses/dwellings/residences 

were built in this period outside the old towns‟ walls or ramparts, the so-cal-

led bridge quarters. The sheer number of houses and quarters that raise out 

of the virginal farmland were by the scale of the times really overwhelming. 

The type of building was by and large the same all over Europe, a-

bout 4-6 stories high and dressed in classicism or neoclassicism robes. But 

only to the street, the side that was considered to be the fine side. The short 

end of the houses were most often built together with the neighbouring 

houses, by which the streetnumbers were clearly drawn up forming a com-

pleted whole. The façade toward the yard were decidedly the back side of 
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the house. Without stylish ado, this side appeared naked, made in raw ma-

sonry of the yellow, cheap bricks. The yellow bricks were cheaper than the 

red bricks, which were used on the street fronts, because the blue clay of 

which the yellow brick were the fired product, was more easily available, as 

it was at the top of the clay pits. 

In contrast to this type of house‟s clear construction with its simple 

correlation between order, aesthetics, and functional legibility, the modernist 

glass house of our day in its mirroring anonymity, is the clear opposite of 

that former type. The construction principle with columns and beams of the 

glass house liberates the façade‟s constraints as is the mordern building‟s 

essential construction innovation. The materiality and surface of the glass 

house which is smooth, cold, and mirroring appear also in that respect as the 

absolute opposite of the neoclassicistic house, (fig. 7). 

Town house and detached house. Verschaffel does not distinguish 

between the façades of the town house and the detached house or between 

the build together individual houses in the towns and the detached houses in 

the suburbs and in the countryside. Likewise he doesn‟t distinguish between 

the varieties in rows of buildings of individual buildings, nor the super-

blocks – buildings on which all sides are façades – or buildings that alone 

serve the purpose of connecting two independent buildings. You could talk 

about these as transitional or corridor buildings. Nor is the building style 

problematized. There is thus an enormous difference whether we are speak-

ing of an art nouveau house, a classicistic house or, for that matter, a modern 

expressive formed house or a modern glass house. Likewise the height of a 

building is very important when discussing the relation between the face and 

the building façade. 

Another feature of the town house that is ignored in the analogy with 

the mask are the cases in which the façade plays a Janus-like double role, in 

which it both refers to the house the outer wall of which it represents and to 

the exterior space, the street or square, in which the façade appear as the 

exterior room‟s “interior” façade (sic!). The latter is sometimes so over-

emphasized that regard for the functions of the house behind it are totally 

neglegted, (fig. 8). 

A new town, a new world. The fact that Simmel and Sulzer together 

with many others at their time reacted with amazement, perhaps even un-

pleasantness and horror at seeing the new big town quarters shoot up around 

the old middle age town‟s ”cosy”, well-known density is not to be wondered 

at. The new town image that was created in that period was in all respects 

entirely different from the old image with the many smaller houses‟ very 
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different forms and æsthetics, that were held together in a whole thanks to 

the relatively modest selection of building materials with their familiar col-

ours and textuality. To move about in the new town quarters‟ significantly 

taller houses built in big uniform units, street after street in straight suits 

could no doubt produce sweat on someone or other‟s forehead. 

To move in those same streets after dusk between the buildings 

whose façades were spotted by the electrical lights – lights all over, as well 

up as down, from the innumerable vindow wall holes, in addition to the 

street lights with a lumen effect rather very different from the old town‟s 

sporadically lighted streets and alleys had surely to be a rather moving expe-

rience, (fig. 11). Comparing this experience with the old town‟s similalrly 

scantily lighted windows, one can easily imagine that the new city quarters 

could give one or another of the old inhabitants, such as Sulzer and Simmel, 

an unpleasant sense of being stared out of countenance from the many win-

dow holes of the many new unknown residents above, (fig. 9). 

From that the suggestion is not unimaginable to see the image of a 

row of faces with open mouthes, dark nostrils, luminous eyes, and the shad-

ows of cornices and other masonry protrusions formed big listening ears. 

But quite rightly, only as a mask held up in front of the house as a nearly in-

dependent plane or membrane as the building‟s sculptural lump is not pres-

ent due to the individual house is built together with the neighbouring 

houses. 

Taking off from the two gentlemen‟s reflections on towns ought to 

have made Verschaffel take their statements with the reservation to which 

every time offset gives rise – and particularly so when an offset ranges over 

a period in which the jump in the development is of paradigmatic dimen-

sions. 

Façades, faces and construction principles. In principle, only two 

construction systems exists. These two systems are each determinative for 

two very different expression forms, of which only one gives rise to compar-

ison of building façade and face. And furthermore only in certain circum-

stances. These two construction systems are as mentioned above, the system 

of the building supported by columns and the system of the building sup-

ported by outer walls. Solely the latter is within the range of comparison 

with a face. 

The former of the two construction systems provides innumerable 

possibilities for forming façades as one wishes – with small and big win-

dows, spread out and placed asymmetrically or the opposite, if one so 

desires. To close the façade completely is just as uncomplicated as to open it 
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completely. The façades in the column supported building serve only to 

function as climate shield. The climate shield thus has no part in the stability 

of the house. In principle, all manner of methods to close the house are thus 

possible: glass, timber and stone, even cardboard and paper can be used. On-

ly security, insulation and aesthetic considerations apply. Of course one can 

shape the façade as a face although that would have an air of the ridiculous 

to it, unless it‟s a fantasy house in an amusement park or a scenario for a 

theater performance. 

The many glass façades, on the other hand, provide all kinds of 

opportunities to reflect oneself in all angles and positions – to become one‟s 

own narcisistic monster, so to say, (fig. 10). 

Classicism and Neoclassicism. The supporting outer walls constitute 

the other construction system. The relatively simple construction form of the 

outer walls, including the façades for which this building system offers op-

portunity, we as common denominator call the classic building construction. 

This construction type includes practically speaking all construction from 

time immemorial, from the cave, the pits and the iron age house to become 

totally dominating from the renaissance in the 15th century Italy, via ba-

roque and rococo to classicism and neoclassicism. 

Styles of special or rare form are set aside from this mainstream, such 

as styles like Jugend and Art Nouveau, various regional styles based on 

folkloric traditions such as Tyrolese houses and the white conical trulli 

houses in southern Italy. But let me leave these marginal styles aside in this 

context. 

In many ways one can thus hold that only classicist and neoclassicist 

styles can provide occasion to form the façade into something that can be 

said to resemble a face. But neither do all classicist and neoclassicist con-

struction lend itself to that purpose. Solely the built together town house, 

maximally 7 bays wide and maximally 3-6 stories high, are suitable for the 

analogy. 

In conclusion, consequently, the result only concerns a relatively lim-

ited part of the buildings forms we see today. But at the times of Simmel 

and Sulzer it were simply that sort of construction that was built on a grand 

scale, wherefore that fact can surprise no one. And then I have not at all 

taken a position on the argument about ‟the gaze‟, which as such, really, 

sounds pretty plausible. 
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Fig. 1: A typical classicistic one family town house on Adrianou 57, Athens. Such 

smaller 3 bay houses are found all over the world, cultural differences 

notwithstanding. The building type I find closest approximating the relation between 

façade and mask. (My drawing). 
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Fig. 2. From mask to façade: Biblioteca Hertziana, Max-Planck Institut für 

Kunstgeschichte, Via Gregoriana 28, Rome – the entrance to one of Rome‟s classical 

buildings. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Faces (left to right) vertically sectioned, horizontally sectioned, and inscribed 

equilaterally framing all the openings in the face. Features one may find in some 

classicistic buildings. (Photos: Internet commons, my drawings). 
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Fig. 4. August Bournonville Passage 1, Copenhagen. To the left the building is 

showed with transparent, to the right with darkened windows – a striking, nearly 

unnerving difference. “The gaze” in the former, despite openness of the façade, is 

both unfocused and passive – quite in accord with Ver-schaffel‟s conclusion that a 

house has no soul like a person, wherefore the house has no active and searching 

“gaze”. (Photos: Internet commons). 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 5. A mortar base moulding is carried up around the door frame, thus continuing 

across the building, thereby emphasizing the most important and largest hole in the 

façade. (Photo: Internet commons). 
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Fig. 6. Examples of building façades from the end of the 18th century to the 

beginning of the 19th century. Mortar plaster, brick, stone and wood are the most 

frequently used materials. There are clear similarities in façade shape, whether the 

building is in Italy, Switzerland, Russia, Denmark or France. (My photos). 
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Fig. 7. Modernistic buildings constructed with loaded pillars and beams. Glass, steel 

and concrete are the predominant materials. By contrast with the heavy and loaded 

façades of the classicistic buildings (cf. fig. ), modernistic houses appear with the 

typical glass cover that has no constrution signific-ance. The façade is reduced to a 

mere climate shield. (My photos). 
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Fig. 8. Above the square obliterates the surrounding houses; below the 

houses awards the square a façade. (Internet commons). 
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Fig. 9. Via Po, a ruler-straight arcade street, crossing the old town‟s squared street 

system diagonally, from the castle in the center of Torino across Piazza Vittorio 

Veneto, the grand square, to the Chiesa della Gran Madre di Dio, Torino‟s answer to 

the Pantheon in Rome on the other, the left side of the river. (My photos). 
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Fig. 10. The glass façades of the modernism avail us of fine possibilities for self-

mirroring, today‟s scourge, narcissism, where we constantly are confronted with our 

own image. These examples show the mirroring replication of the surrounding 

milieu, buildings and persons. (My photo). 
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Fig. 11. If a building façade is to be viewed as or likened to a face, a reasonable 

distance and a perpendicular angle is required. Buildings that can only be seen 

diagonally, due e.g. to modest dimensions of the streets, possibilities fade for 

eventual face forms are let to materialize. The narrow street of Modena with the 

traditionally built houses with heavy, loaded outer walls and a materiality and 

richness in colouration of the façade surfaces are no strangers for other views than a 

delight to the eyes. (My photo). 
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The engine is not responding 
A critique of the automatic energy-saving home 

 

Bjørn Berge 

(Gaia Lista, Norway) 

 

 

 The Norwegian building code of 2010 – and expectations concerning 

the regulation from 2016/17 – means that we are about to pass a milestone 

in the Norwegian building traditions. For the first time "requirement" for 

mechanical systems is being brought in as a prerequisite for living. That the 

direct energy and climate effects of these measures will often be question-

able, and that they also relate to serious climatic problems, have both 

gradually become part of the public debate. I attempt to penetrate deeper 

into some of the social, political, and cultural aspects of this that must now 

be called a fateful paradigm shift. 

 

The first time I flew in an intercontinental Airbus, I was told 

the story of the technological principles behind them. It is 

possible that it is partly a myth, but it said that this plane is 

so optimized and highly tuned with the speed and fuel 

consumption, that it can no longer be controlled by humans, 

but is dependent on a wide range of computers to keep the 

height and balance. The pilots are there primarily to ensure 

contact with the airports around the globe, and perhaps also 

for appearance's sake. Manual override is impossible and if 

the electronics fail the plane will immediately hit the ground. 

 

 With the changes now being implemented in the building sector in 

Norway and most EU countries, the same procedure will also soon apply to 

our houses. Indoor air quality and energy management will increasingly be 

at the mercy of finely tuned machinery that is beyond our influence. Control 

systems for temperature and lighting, fully automatic boilers and blinds, 

heat pumps, heat exchangers and balanced ventilation system will take over 

the job we have previously done for ourselves by opening and closing win-

dows, firing the woodstove, dressing in sweaters, turning on and off lights, 
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drawing curtains, etc. And the assertion that they can apparently also do the 

job better than us has legitimized an aggressive marketing and subsidy poli-

cy, with the stated goal of as many people as possible taking up this new 

technology. 

 The latest changes to the (Norwegian) Planning and Building Act 

was the first injunction. Everything that is built and refurbished in the future 

will be required to be provided with a balanced ventilation system with heat 

recovery. Although not expressed directly, this is the consequence when the 

energy section and ventilation portion of the regulations are seen in context. 

In 2016/17 there will be an introduction of the passive house strategy and 

from 2020 probably a pure zero-energy standard; in both cases, these meas-

ures will intensify the use of technology even further. In parallel with this 

development is now the so-called „smart‟ house, which in addition to the 

arsenal of energy-saving measures will also include a range of additional 

benefits, such as safety mechanisms for the elderly and disabled: Are the 

doors going to be closed and locked? Are the cooking plates off? .... And 

taken to its next level: is the heart rhythm good? should medication be 

taken, etc. It's all action with the best of intentions, and thus, in the same 

way as the energy measures, very suitable for inclusion in future building 

regulations, under the paragraph "Universal design", "Fire", etc. 

 Although this development is taking place in all building types, I will 

in the following concentrate on housing. It is this that forms the basis for our 

lives, and this is where we are most vulnerable. The question then becomes, 

despite all good intentions, if we are on the right track. How do the meas-

ures now being implemented, and largely required, square with our concept 

of good housing and the possibility of a free and meaningful life? Will this 

be causing a standardization of temperature, moisture and odours that are a 

condition for technology choice, from our expression and experience oppor-

tunities? And will we all be able to meet the requirements of discipline and 

amenability that technology makes for us? 

 Finally I will discuss the chances of achieving the objectives. Is a fo-

cus on energy the way to go to overcome the climate crisis? I do not believe 

so, at least not without a major clean-up of the assumptions that are current-

ly applied. 

 Growth economics and technology choices. In the EU's energy direc-

tive of 2008, which forms the basis for both new Norwegian building regu-

lations as the plans for a general passive-standard, attaches great importance 

to the potential for growth in jobs, thus talking of between 280 000 and 450 

000 new jobs in construction – in connection with energy certification and 
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audit – and inspection of heating and ventilation systems. In addition, there 

are new jobs created in the industry for the production of energy-saving 

components and materials. Expectations also mobilize the stock markets. In 

the movie, “Money never sleeps”, which may be used as an indicator, the 

arch-capitalist Gordon Gekko states that "green is the new bubble". 

 The Economics of our system will apparently not work without 

growth. In economic theory, there exists the term "creative destruction". It 

describes innovation as the real driving force behind sustainable economic 

growth, in seeing the new continuous clear out the old. We recognize this 

pattern in the computer world. First came the basic product. Next comes the 

portable version, and eventually wireless technology. And finally a new ver-

sion of the original product. In addition to being marketable for a price that 

offers great product earnings it needs also to be complex enough to be com-

mercialized. People should not be able to make them themselves, and prefer-

ably also be unable to maintain them. This ensures consumption and thus the 

flow of capital through society. 

 Growth and earnings in the private sector also run the state. And if 

the products also can be said to be for a good cause, it gradually becomes 

almost routine for the authorities in European countries to submit the feeder 

stimulus. More often it is also claimed that certain products should be used. 

The sand in the kindergarten sand boxes can no longer be collected by vol-

unteers from the nearest beach or sand pit, it is a specialized product that 

must be purchased from a central supplier. It is not acceptable to cover cow-

stalls with straw, it requires high pressure foam mattresses. And equally in 

building policy it is not the aim to open up to simple approaches. It is thus 

quite logical that natural ventilation is rejected in favor of more complex 

and highly mechanized ventilation strategies. 

 In line with the dogma of „creative destruction‟ the passive house 

will also eventually have to be killed off. We have already had the zero 

model house, which in turn will be superseded by the so-called plus house. 

And so rigid and specialized as these building types are now about to be, 

there will be little opportunity for reconstruction and adaptation. There will 

therefore be a lot of demolition. 

 In many ways, the state stands with its back against the wall. Eco-

nomic growth in the economy appears to be a necessary prerequisite for 

further financing of social security and road construction. It can thus instant-

ly be linked to suspicions about improper and vicarious reasons for govern-

ment regulations and new standards, thereby, in addition to pretending to 

solve a problem, it will also provide some government finance. One might 
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almost be tempted to speculate as to whether the climate crisis is a hoax, 

staged in order to ensure economic growth. It appears in fact to be a very 

good idea arriving at just the right time: Climate technology represents a 

whole range of new products, that we only a few years ago had no clue that 

we needed. 

 In Report No. 7 (2008-2009) the government determines that Norway 

has to "contribute to the development of technology that helps to show that 

it is possible to decouple economic growth from growth in greenhouse gas 

emissions". According to a number of economists and ecologists, this is an 

incorrect link, and an impossibility that can best be compared with the per-

formance of a perpetual motion machine.
1
 By its nature, the economy is an 

open subsystem subordinate to the earth's ecosystem, which in turn is finite, 

without the possibility to grow and is a materially closed loop. As long as 

the economic subsystem grows it will incorporate more and more of the 

total ecosystem, until the limit of 100 % is reached. 

 And what about residents? The results of technological development 

have always been presented as social and cultural progress. New inventions 

in medicine, transportation, communication, education, economy, housing, 

etc. – are all considered as a kind of inevitable evolution and enhancement 

of culture. But often we have not seen the scope of procurement. That other 

aspects of human life have been altered, reconstructed, and transformed is 

less clear. High-tech medicine has brought with it new diseases, computer 

networks invade privacy and overwhelm us with information, and new pro-

duction technologies have increased stress in the workplace rather than di-

minished it. 

 Also in the building sector, we have seen the consequences. For ex-

ample, a wide range of building materials introduced over the past fifty 

years, have been shown to emit harmful gases into the indoor environment. 

And the links can be even more subtle than that, the British architectural 

critic Martin Pawleys considers „central heating” to be a driving force be-

hind the breakdown of family solidarity in the Western world, by family 

members residing in different rooms throughout the winter rather than gath-

ering together around the fireplace. 

 Technologists seek ways to keep the focus on the object and what is 

new and groundbreaking about it, whilst ignoring the restriction to the social 

                                                 
1 A.o. Daly H.E. et al Valuing the earth: Economics, Ecology, Ethics, MIT Press 

1993; Beddoe R et al Overcoming systemic roadblocks to sustainability, PNAS 

2009. 
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environment into which the object is to be introduced. In a Swedish study of 

residents in low-energy homes there was a highly positive (even proud) re-

action by owners to the automatic temperature controls the houses were 

equipped with. But when this was reviewed more closely, it turned out that 

almost none had adopted it, nor knew how it should be connected and 

operated. And some of them showed an almost active lack of interest in its 

possibilities.
1
 The example describes a fundamental ambivalence that in-

cludes much of the technology we are introduced to: on the one hand an 

almost unfettered acceptance, on the other hand, fundamental shortcomings. 
  

"We do not know where we are going, But we are on our 

way". 

Langdon Winner 
 

Winner is a firm believer that – with this mantra – we have now exceeded 

the limit where we are able to challenge or criticize technological develop-

ments.
2
 

 The question will always be whether people have the technology, the 

socio-technical world that they really want and whether it is for the good of 

the planet. This is a complex question, because you rarely know what you 

really want until you have experienced what you have. And then it can often 

be too late, as the technology development through standardization and in-

terception of alternative development directions is made irreversible. 

 The house as an incubator or self-expression? Le Corbusier dreamed 

already in the interwar years to build anywhere on the globe with "une re-

spiration exacte". And so it was, our houses, and most of the other indoor 

spaces in which we spend our lives, become more or less fully air-condi-

tioned, with overall control given to management systems. A necessary 

foundation for this automation has been to establish the exact comfort level 

that everything is to be controlled for. 

 The EU standard for comfort is based on the so-called PMV scale, 

developed by the Dane Ole Fanger. It includes air and radiant temperature, 

air velocity and relative humidity, with 0 on the scale representing "I feel 

neither cold nor hot". The reference condition of comfort thus defined as a 

perceptual absence. The same method is applied for the norms of smell, 

                                                 
1 A. Henning Can qualitative methods support the development of more flexible and 

energy saving thermal comfort, SERC 2007. 
2 L. Winner The Whale and the Reactor, Chicago UP 1986. 
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where the „absence of smell‟ should be sought. 

 The result is that the buildings must be well ventilated, in part-to-

extremely good. And to get this to hang together with the ambitious level of 

energy efficiency which is now required in passive houses, it has been nec-

essary to add heat exchangers on the exhaust air together with their the 

necessary controls. There are several ways to arrange this. A widely used 

method means that the air quantity is regulated by CO2 sensors in every 

room, where the CO2 concentration is expected to indicate the user load. 

This thus remains a pure automation technology based on the PMV scale, 

and must not be confused with user control. The resident‟s own sense of ad-

venture will continue to be overridden, and therefore we arrive very close to 

a passive incubator state. 

 Paradoxically, one of the pioneer founders of modern architecture, 

Richard Neutra, defends the idea of an "omnisensorial experience" – that we 

need a wide range of sensory challenges, not just to protect our own human-

ity, but also to experience architecture. And anthropologist Edward Hall 

adds that we are approaching an antiseptic architecture "where all sensations 

other than visualizing tend to disappear".
1
 He believes that this not only 

deprives us of opportunities to experience and develop as individuals, but al-

so affects memory, given the fact that smells, to a greater extent than im-

ages, are capable of arousing deep memories in us. One may also wonder 

what are the conditions in which pheromones in a bedroom require to be 

ventilated by the building regulation requirements to a level of 26 m
3
 fresh 

air per hour per bed space .... 

 In fact, studies have indicated that it can be downright healthy to 

have fluctuations in thermal conditions. And that the threshold for "0" on the 

PMV scale will be dependent on sex, menstrual cycle, race, obesity, season 

and time of day. Also, age plays a part – children naturally like to have con-

ditions that are cooler than adults, but they can quickly become socialized to 

warmer environments. The consequence may be that our children will 

choose a higher temperature faster, which will inevitably lead to a higher en-

ergy consumption in society. The use of automated climate itself can pro-

vide similar results, as it turns out that the tolerance for a lower room tem-

perature as well as fluctuations in temperature is much lower among resi-

dents of automated buildings.
2,1

 The reasons for this are uncertain, but it is 

                                                 
1 E. Hall The Fourth Dimension In Architecture: The Impact of Building on Behav-

ior, Anchor 1990. 
2 Charles K.E. Fanger’s Thermal Comfort and Draught Models, NRC 2003. 
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believed to be linked to the fact that in more naturally ventilated buildings 

people have greater influence over their own situation. 

 Every area of technical / functional organization of modern society 

can be regarded as a type of instrumentalisation that we are doomed to 

submit to. Technology stands, in many cases, between ourselves and nature. 

Perhaps also between ourselves and our own nature. And it regulates our 

relationships instead of us regulating them. 
 

"Early this morning, I was in a bad mood and decided to break 

a law and start my car 'without buckling my seat belt" 
 

confesses sociologist Bruno Latour.
2
 

 

"It first flashes a red light FASTEN YOUR SEAT BELT!", And 

then an alarm sounds: it is so highly pitched, so relentless, so 

repetitive, that I cannot stand it. After 10 seconds I usually 

swear and put on the belt. This time, I stood the alarm for 

twenty seconds and then gave in. My mood had worsened quite 

a bit, but I was at peace with the law – at least with That law. I 

wanted to break it, but could not. Where is the morality? In me, 

a human driver, dominated by the mindless power of an 

artifact? Or in the artifact, forcing me, a mindless human, to 

obey [...]? " 
 

A similar régime will be an unconditional basis for automatic energy-saving 

in homes. To turn off the fan because it is too noisy, or to open the bedroom 

window at night so that the exhaust air escapes the heat exchanger, is a form 

of sabotage, not only against one‟s own energy bill, but against society as 

such. 

 Will we master it? Most people are acquainted with the phenomenon 

of "techno stress", for example, when your computer crashes or mobile 

phone suddenly turns itself off. And the risk increases as we are increasingly 

surrounded and made dependent on technical solutions that we (are made to) 

lack knowledge of. „Smart Home‟ technology appears as a set of impenetra-

ble black boxes, with input that provides output, and thus maintains and 

manages an ever-wider range of residents‟ needs at any one time. Norwe-

                                                                                                        
1 Socialstyrelsen Temperatur inomhus 2005. 
2 B. Latour Where are the Missing Masses? The Sociology of a few Mundane Arti-

facts, MIT Press 1997. 
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gian government report NOU 2001:22 presents the„Smart House‟ with unre-

strained euphoria, but still notes that "Confidence in the system can cause 

the user to change behavior and stop them controlling risk factors them-

selves (such as the hotplate being turned off)”. 

 Many would argue that humans have a fundamental need to take care 

of themselves, to master their own life conditions. As recently as 4-5 years 

ago, one could still hear the apology: "Why can I no longer replace the light 

bulb in my car"? Today, this appeal is outdated. A technology needs only a 

few years to establish itself as an acceptance that this is how it should be. In 

many cases this means that our room for maneuver is reduced, and thus 

influence and dominate our lives. The psychologist Richard Stivers believes 

that technology in this way colonizes our experiences, opinions, feelings, 

and consciousness. And it thus in the long term breaks down our discern-

ment and responsibility.
1
 

 After the demand for wood stove and chimney was abolished in the 

Norwegian Technical Regulations 2010, there is nothing as uninhabitable 

and dysfunctional as a passive house, when the electric power goes out, 

which is expected to occur more frequently in the future as a result of cli-

mate change.
2
 The engine Is not responding; all of the ventilation and 

heating systems grind to a halt, and any form of human intervention is 

ineffective. 

 

 1. EPILOG: Towards a more effective energy efficiency? I have in 

this article tried to describe how many of the rapid and often irreversible 

choices now being made to increase energy efficiency and reduce green-

house loads within the building sector has problematic aspects. The impact 

will partly be due to fundamental changes of the housing function. And sev-

eral of the measures will have socio-cultural consequences that in turn could 

easily undermine their effectiveness. 

 And behind the choices are consistent assumptions of a simultaneous 

contribution to economic growth. This has largely spread into the research 

programs, which have gone from being a science in the public interest to be 

science for private benefit.
3
 

                                                 
1 R. Stivers “The Technological Personality”, Bulletin of Science, Technology & 

Society 24 (2004). 
2 Nasjonal sårbarhets- og beredskapsrapport, DSB 2008. 
3 M.H. Cooper Commercialization of the University and Problem Choice by Aca-

demic Biological Scientists, Science Technology Human Values 2009, p. 34. 
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 The question is whether or not climate change is too serious to have 

this growth requirement imposed upon it. That situation is now so critical 

and the threat so great that one must seek the best solutions, irrespective of 

com-mercial considerations. And that the process is based on the recognition 

that the parallel exploration of several solution options can not only provide 

a more robust response, but also maintain the retreat from a blind alley as 

this will certainly manifest itself. 

 While the passive house strategy focuses on the highest possible per-

formance at the moment of completion, it may well be that the gain over 

time will be larger by reducing the focus on this, and perhaps even reduce 

the technical energy efficiency somewhat in favor of more democratic and 

personalized solutions. 

 

2. EPILOG: But where did the saved energy go? Let us assume that 

we have – through a more holistic approach – managed to develop techno-

logical requirements for a secure and sustainable energy efficiency of our 

buildings. Is it then given that this will lead to reductions in overall energy 

consumption and thus of greenhouse gas CO2? 

 The basic problem is that energy represents the one item that is al-

ways needed to create or use something. And again, there is the demand for 

a growing economy lurking behind this. The economist Robert Ayres argues 

that energy efficiency can already explain 60 % of economic growth in the 

US over the past 100 years, while increased input of capital and labor only 

explains 40 %.
1
 If this is correct, and also applies to the future, we can as-

sume that energy efficiency leads to strong economic growth. And the result 

we know well, increased consumption of raw materials and emissions of 

pollutants, and enhanced stress on natural areas and biological diversity. 

Ayres concludes that this growth stimulation will be so powerful that the re-

sults can quickly become a net increase in energy consumption. 

 The pattern can be easily tracked in the building sector. While the 

building regulations from 1960 to 1990 on several occasions got tougher 

insulation requirements, and technological developments simultaneously 

launched more energy efficient materials, heating and ventilation systems, 

energy consumption rose in the housing stock in the same period by almost 

40 %. The background was a simultaneous rise in floor space. But for apart-

ment buildings there was also an increase in energy consumption per square 

meter, as we have expanded the heating season and turned up the room 

                                                 
1 R. Ayres et al The Economic Growth Engine, EE 2009. 
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temperature, and larger parts of the area warms up, partly because the stor-

age areas in basements and attics are now almost completely integrated into 

the heated areas of the house. 

 The phenomenon is described as “the rebound effect” and the back-

ground is this: When the energy use is reduced, the households release a 

greater proportion of their income for other purposes. Several consumer 

researchers have already noted that in addition to building bigger houses 

people are also renovating and replacing furnishings more often.
1
 In addi-

tion, the desire to travel rises and we buy more electronics, clothing and 

other consumer goods, which in most cases are produced with low efficien-

cy coal burning in Asia. The result of energy efficiency in the building sec-

tor can thus, in the worst case, be that the total greenhouse gas emissions 

rise, so-called “back fire”. 

 We have basically three ways to control energy consumption: con-

suming more efficiently, consuming differently, or consuming less. We cur-

rently have concentrated on the first opportunity, to consume more efficient-

ly. This does not seem to work. Energy-efficiency without a simultaneous 

overall reduction in climate gas emissions seems pointless. To consume dif-

ferently means that the money used for less stressful climate items like 

stamp collecting, the hairdresser and cultural experiences generally, not to 

mention the architectural quality over quantity. Here, the possibilities are 

many. And finally, we have the option to spend less, which for the building 

sector will primarily mean reduced floor space. 

 Many would argue that the answer lies in a combination of these 

three methods of action. And customized tools for global distribution of the 

burdens of such an approach have already been developed, including the so-

called "personal carbon quotas".
2
 And this will not necessarily conflict with 

the welfare of our community, says economist Tim Jackson in his book 

Prosperity Without Growth. While U.S. consumption has doubled over the 

last forty years, the proportion of Americans who consider themselves hap-

py has dropped steadily throughout the period. And according to a popula-

tion survey from Statistics Norway – 31 % said in 1985 that they were mate-

rially satisfied, while in 1999 this had dropped to 21 %. In the same period, 

the floor space rose from 30 to 50 m
2
 per person. The same tendency is 

                                                 
1 A.o. Brännlund R et al Increased Energy Efficiency and the rebound effect, Umeå 

Economic Studies 642 2005. 
2 A.o. Randers J. et al Fremtidsbilder 2030, BI 2007. 
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found in most of the world's richer countries. Such results can be considered 

as empirical evidence that a return to a lower level of consumption would 

not make things worse, quite the contrary. And in the case of Norway it was 

perhaps appropriate when former industry minister Finn Lied stated that 

building the nation was already completed by the mid-1970s. 

 

 

 

Half a Millennium through the 16s 
 

Carsten Friberg 

 

 

In 1216 pope Innocens III died. Before becoming pope in 1198, then 

still Lotharii Conti, he wrote De miseria humana e conditionis – a pessimist 

view on the wretchedness of human condition. Together with the Renais-

sance response to it De dignitate et exellentia hominis composed by another 

Italian, the humanist scholar Giannozzi Manetti in 1452, those two books 

illustrate oppositional beliefs in human endeavors and existence. One is 

obliged to what has been revealed about human lives in both Scripture and 

nature, read by Lotharii Conti and many with him as the miserable lives of a 

fallen creature with a fragile body and a weak spirit tormented with its in-

capability of acting right, and with anxiety of its existence and conscious-

ness of the lost paradise. Another is an optimistic view on behalf of an early 

bourgeoisie of merchants and craftsmen and their experiences of how the 

world is changed by man paving the way for the Renaissance idea that 

things can be changed at least with respect to man‟s earthly and material ex-

istence. Perhaps progress in material life does not alter how we are still mis-

erable in morals but if we cannot save ourselves we can save some efforts 

and win a bit of time in this life. 

1516 Whether pessimistic or optimistic a question is where to look 

for signs of misery and opportunities. Reading is crucial whether in sacred 

texts, ancient texts, or in the text of nature. The question of how to read and 

which alphabet to use finds different answers over the centuries and causes 

battles of interpretation – in 1517 Luther would open one when he presented 

95 theses and, tells the tradition, nailed them to the door of All Saints 

Church in Wittenberg for academic debate. 
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The year before, in 1516, appeared a book to express ideas of a soci-

ety organized in the best way shown through a society nowhere to be found, 

on the fictive island Utopia. 

A fictive island is an obvious idea in the age of discoveries. Four 

years before Amerigo Vespucci had died after completing expeditions es-

tablishing that the new world to the west was indeed new and not Asia – to 

be called America after him and not Colombia after its discoverer; and four 

years later Ferdinand Magellan would sail south of the new world and 

continue around the world, though he himself would die before completing 

the full circle. No wonder a writer could imagine an island in the new world 

in an age where new knowledge together with the rediscovery of ancient 

knowledge and sciences as well as the new tools and instruments, could feed 

the curiosity, a former vice now becoming a virtue. Such a century could 

give birth to the creation of a Cabinet of curiosities, or Wunderkammer. 

Learning from discoveries it is easy to imagine other places could 

have a better organization of society ridding us of sources for conflicts and 

instability such as economic inequality and private property. In Utopia 

“there is nothing within the houses that is private or any man‟s own” (p. 60f) 

and a welfare state provides all with food and health care. “For who know-

eth not that fraud, theft, ravin, brawling, quarreling, brabbling, strife, chid-

ing, contention, murder, treason, poisoning, which by daily punishments are 

rather revenged than refrained, do die when money dieth? And also that 

fear, grief, care, labours, and watchings do perish even the very same mo-

ment that money perisheth?”, (p. 133). 

Optimism is present in a vision of a hard working community based 

on sharing and caring and on distribution of power perhaps more medieval 

in origin than timely for an age where small powers were to be run over by 

new and larger powers. While More in England was ending his life, being 

executed in 1535, independent republics and principalities in Italy would be 

crushed by France and Spain and Renaissance ideas of rationality and 

optimism would be turned into fragments and chaos of Mannerism before 

becoming the indefinite and obscure world of Baroque. 

1616 “And new philosophy calls all in doubt, / The Element of fire is 

quite put out; / The Sun is lost, and th‟earth, and no mans wit / Can well 

direct him where to looke for it. / And freely men confesse that this world‟s 

spent, / When in the Planets, and the Firmament / They seeke so many new; 

they see that this / Is crumbled out againe to his Atomies. / „Tis all in 

peeces, all cohaerence gone; / All just supply, and all Relation”. 
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Such dramatic verses on philosophy as those of John Donne in An 

Anatomy of the World from 1611 are perhaps all philosophy can dream of. 

The century which would become the century of revolutions in philosophy 

and sciences was only a few weeks old before a philosopher, Filippo, better 

known as Giordano, Bruno, was executed by burning on Campo De‟ Fiori in 

Rome, on February 17
th

. He questioned fundamental truths of the theo-

logical teaching, the still dominant science to which questions of nature had 

to be subordinated. Later to become a martyr of sciences we should notice 

that his cosmological views, including the Copernican astronomical model 

and ideas of the infinity of the universe and of worlds – the title of the third 

of Bruno‟s Italian dialogues, De l’infinito, universo e mondi from 1584 – 

were not important in the case against him. It was theological disputes and 

not philosophy and science that killed him. 

Sixteen years and a week later such matters had become far more 

serious. On 24
th

 February 1616, the Inquisition would announce that teach-

ing the sun is the immobile center of the world and that the earth moves as a 

whole and in daily motion is in conflict with the Bible. What had previously 

been a matter of separating biblical interpretation and science of nature was 

now brought together and the Roman church censured such teaching, which 

implied censuring Galileo. Under impression of the trial the philosopher 

Tommaso Campanella wrote over the summer the same year his Apologia di 

Galileo, to be published in 1622. 

Campanella had given the century his book on an ideal society in 

1602, La città del Sole, in which an educational program is initiated when 

the child is three years old and with science dominant on the curriculum as 

“without science not even a saint can express true judgements”, (Apol. p. 

137). Science, however, is not quite as we would expect today; the teaching 

should be in, among more subjects, metaphysics and astrology. Campanella 

was, after all, also the author of books like De sensu rerum et magia. 

Similar to Thomas More this ideal society would ban private prop-

erty, though of a more radical form also including family and children. 

Family is for Campanella a cause of self-love hence conflicts and in conflict 

with a program for breeding children for the common good. It is ridiculous, 

he writes, when we improve dogs and horses through breeding but not the 

human race (La città, p. 38). Under the supervision of scientists, i.e. astrolo-

gers, the right time of conception will be found. One should not confuse sex 

and love! Like More it is an industrious society where diligence makes a 

four hour work day sufficient; More believed it to be six hours. 
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The importance of reading unites both the medieval scholar and the 

modern, but they differ in how to read. For Campanella, the world is the 

book of God in which we have to persistently read (Apol. p. 143). The art of 

interpretation includes uniting the two books God has written. God, of 

course, makes no contradictions (p. 154) but we should be careful not to 

confuse the writings, as Galileo had heard someone say: “The Bible tells us 

how to go to Heaven, not how the heavens go”, (Drake, p. 29). 

The alphabet of nature though, this is what Galileo tells us, needs re-

vision. It consists of triangles, circles and other geometric figures (Galileo, 

p. 38). New learning and new methods will be necessary to form new educa-

tion and learning. 1616 was also the year when Francis Bacon in England 

became Privy Councillor. A philosopher who would offer methodological 

considerations on the new sciences which would inspire in the age following 

so Abraham Cowley in his ode for the Royal Society in 1660s could write: 

“Bacon, like Moses, led us forth at last”. 

1716 A small group was, on the 14
th

 of December, 1716, gathered in 

the Saint Johannis Church in the Calenberger Neustadt, a quarter in Han-

nover. The philosopher, mathematician, diplomat and scientist Leibniz had 

died on November 14th. A month passed before the funeral was little time 

comparing to a century would pass before a stone was placed on his grave to 

inform that this was the place of ossa leibnitii – only to be confirmed after 

yet another century, in 1902, when the grave was opened and the brain of 

Leibniz was measured to have a volume well below the average German 

brain and only to weight 1257 g. 

If small in quantity one cannot deny the vast quantity of his work and 

the quality of his contribution to philosophy and science. After a century of 

scientific revolution and of deadly conflicts about readings of the Bible – 

not to mention climatic disturbances of the Little Ice Age causing crop fail-

ures, famine, economic depression and migration and on top of this also 

several outbreaks of plague – advocating for a pessimistic world view would 

be tempting. Despite this, Leibniz can announce this to be the best of all 

possible worlds, probably better known from Voltaire‟s satirical Candide 

from 1759 than from fighting oneself all the way to § 168 in Leibniz‟ long 

Essai de théodicée appearing in 1710. 

Confident that God would not have created the world had there been 

no optimum among all possible worlds (§ 8) and also that God only acts 

with reason we can ask of God to give a rational explanation to the evils in 

the world – bringing him to court as the idea of a theodicy is. Summoning 

the Age of Reason Leibniz can in the Theodicy (§ 62) agree with Descartes 
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who had opened his Discours de la Méthode pour bien conduire sa raison et 

chercher la vérité dans les sciences in 1637 by stating: “Good sense is the 

best distributed thing in the world”. Like also Bacon had pointed out, meth-

ods to conduct reasoning are necessary and new methods were required dif-

ferent from those of the scholastics who were in no way strangers to meth-

ods only not methods based on the language of mathematics. That was what 

Galileo had asked for and Spinoza took to the extreme with his Ethica or-

dine geometrico demonstrate from 1677. Leibniz contributes with an at-

tempt of making a universal language, a characteristica universali, a univer-

sal alphabet for all forms of reasoning, an attempt in which he was no more 

successful than subsequent experiments. 

New sciences, still in battles with religion for centuries to come, now 

clearly form a foundation for ideologies – a tool for emancipation in the En-

lightenment – and for practices, when the sciences originally growing out of 

craftsmen‟s knowledge now feed back and provide craftsmen with new tools 

and soon machinery to enhance production. Still machinery does not feed 

imagination about the future. Science fiction like the genre we are familiar 

with is still to wait; it does not characterize a novel such as Louis Sébastian 

Mercier‟s L’An 2440. Rêves’ilenfut jamais from 1771. „A dream if ever 

there was one‟ has moved from the fictive place of Utopia into a fictive 

future. 

The Age of Reason is also an age of reasonable skepticism. One 

could believe that in the light of human progress and ideas of the original 

good human nature – one the protagonists of the Enlightenment expected to 

find among the noble savages and perhaps at the roots of our own nature as 

a moral sense – the misery of human existence of the medieval Lotharii 

Conti has little appeal. Optimism is, however, easy to disappoint. Perhaps 

the optimism is false when asking like the Academy of Dijon did in 1749: 

„Has the restoration of the sciences and arts contributed to the purification of 

morals?‟ The second prize was given to Pierre-Jean Grosley, whose answer 

to the question was negative. The same was the answer honored with the 

prize, the one turned in by Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Despite a good human 

nature the cultural institutions are not contributing positively in the educa-

tion. Rousseau is not alone in a critique. The idea of nature of Enlighten-

ment may have uncomfortable consequences when philosophizing about 

what is natural. Such philosophizing can take place in a place for outliving 

one‟s nature, in the bedroom, such as the book from 1795, La philosophie 

dans le boudoir, by Donatien Alphonse François, Marquis de Sade demon-

strates. 
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1816 The Age of Reason is also an age in which it becomes reason-

able to argue about reason and where the process against everything not 

reasonable leads to a purification of reason often guided by new methods in 

sciences, until it becomes necessary to also ask for a critique of the pure 

reason. This critique is no easy task to complete, and in the eagerness to per-

form it one easily forgets how rationality is also a principle of economy: to 

eliminate what stands in the way for efficient procedures. Is reason then hid-

ing its motives for itself? Maybe there are limits to reason, and maybe – 

despite the opposition to medieval ideas – a protagonist for Enlightenment 

such as Immanuel Kant can repeat Lotharii Conti in stating that of the 

crooked timber of which humanity is made, no fully straight thing is ever 

produced as Kant writes in his short 1784 essay on universal history, Idee zu 

einer allgemeinen Geschichte in weltbürgerlicher Absicht, (p. 29). 

Progress and terror is an experience for the 19
th

 century to bring with 

it from the end of the 18
th

. Such experiences are for real or coming from a 

nocturnal dream and may, for the poetic soul, call forth a desire for writing a 

story “which would frighten my readers as I myself had been frightened that 

night”, (Shelly, p. 264). 

That night was a night in the absent summer of 1816 when Mary and 

Percy Shelly spent days at Lake Geneva, neighbours to Lord Byron. As the 

days of rain became endless they, accompanied also by Polidori, read Ger-

man ghost stories and not only read; Lord Byron suggested they should 

write their own stories. Four stories were written of which Mary Shelly‟s is 

still with us: Frankenstein. 

If descendants of Adam are made of crooked timber perhaps a crea-

ture created by modern man can be closer to the noble savage. Unfortunately 

the experiment proves to be under the spell of Rousseau‟s cultural pessim-

ism where the noble is corrupted. The nameless creature in Shelly‟s novel 

tells his creator, Victor Frankenstein, about his miserable life: “I was benev-

olent and good; misery made me a fiend”, (p. 364). Beginning his life with a 

soul that “glowed with love and humanity” (ibid.) and learning about hu-

manity through literature – after learning to speak by listening to people 

talking he finds three books, Goethe‟s Sorrows of Werther, a volume of 

Plutarch‟s Lives and Milton‟s Paradise Lost. Thus armed with this literature 

suitable for one learning to read he becomes most affected by Paradise Lost 

finding himself like Adam though worse off as Adam “was allowed to con-

verse with and acquire knowledge from beings of a superior nature, but I 

was wretched, helpless, and alone”, (p. 396). 
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Perhaps Frankenstein should have paid more attention when warned 

by his teacher against the old sciences, in which he sought knowledge: 

“‟The ancient teachers of this science‟, said he, „promised impossibilities 

and performed nothing‟”, (p. 307) – a view all contrary to Frankenstein‟s 

who found that the old “masters of the science sought immortality and 

power; such views, although futile, were grand”, (p. 306). Modern science 

asks of him to “exchange chimeras of boundless grandeur for realities of 

little worth”, (ibid.). 

Perhaps Shelly only repeats an old exhortation given to those too cu-

rious about nature‟s hidden mysteries and about developing human skills the 

consequences of which cannot be foreseen. In the Epilogue of Marlowe‟s 

Doctor Faustus from the end of 16
th

 century it goes: “Faustus is gone! Re-

gard his hellish fall, / Whose fiendful fortune may exhort the wise / Only to 

wonder at unlawful things: / Whose deepness doth entice such forward wits, 

/ To practice more than heavenly power permits”. With the decline of heav-

enly power in the light of Enlightenment belief in human power such warn-

ings become obsolete. Question is, one raised not least by Romantic poets, if 

there are powers hidden within or beneath rationality. 

1916 With new inventions, progress in engineering and medicine, 

new means of transportation and communication, an age must be left behind 

or even better: destroyed; the future cannot come too early is the message of 

the Futurist Manifesto of 1909. 

And then it all ends in war! The worst war ever experienced thanks to 

all the new inventions used for creating means of destruction never seen 

before. It ends with a chock. Rationality has apparently broken down! 

On the 5
th

 of February 1916 Hugo Ball and Emmy Hennings form 

Cabaret Voltaire in Zürich that becomes the start of the Dada movement. In 

the race towards the future this forms a full stop, an experiment of point 

zero, in the words of Peter Sloterdijk, (p. 134). Point zero as a return to the 

infantile and the childish language of Dada, a point zero of an art which is 

produced here and now in improvisation, and a point zero of rationality. 

When the German emperor, Wilhelm II, on the 4
th

 of August 1914 in mobili-

zation of the Germans could speak about having no desire for conquering, 

about only protecting what God has given, of reaching for the sword out of 

need and with pure consciousness of knowing no parties anymore, only 

Germans, the proper answer ought to be “gadjiberibimbaglandridilaulalonni-

cadori”. The breakdown of language and rationality is truly not the one ex-

perienced on stage but the one in politics! 
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No age is uniform and critical voices of the degeneration of the civi-

lization had been around. Max Nordau had in 1892 over several hundred 

pages in Entartung castigated the fin-de-siècle culture for its neurotic art of 

mysticism and ego-mania and false realism and for the disorders of modern 

technology. The book is a “long and sorrowful wandering through the hos-

pital” in which at the end “[w]e have observed the various embodiments 

which degeneration and hysteria have assumed in the art, poetry, and philos-

ophy of our times”, (p. 536). Apparently the age had a taste for long and 

bizarre publications. A decade after Nordau, in 1903, Otto Weiniger‟s Ge-

schlecht und Charakter is published to become a bestseller translated into 

several languages. With the most fundamental – the book is subtitled an in-

vestigation of fundamental principles – stereotypes in a “bourgeoisie cul-

ture” of the male and female, sex and character are characterized in a culture 

that somehow seems to honour the title of Stefan Zweig‟s memoires Die 

Welt von gestern, published posthumus in 1942. If the culture did not go 

down with the war another bestselling sketch of 1200 pages would announce 

the downfall of the occident, Oswald Spengler‟s Der Untergang des Abend-

landes in two volumes from 1918 and 1922. 

The Dada of 1916 is no lonely critique; it is to be followed by more 

manifestos, some becoming surreal, in a century that seems to move in all 

directions: Has rationality broken down? Should thinking move in different 

ways? Do we need a reconstruction? Or do we need new models providing 

us with a new and modern world? Two appearances in 1928 can suggest 

rational models for the future: one architectural for building a modern world 

expressed in CIAM (Congrés Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne) an-

other philosophical by Rudolf Carnap who, with the lack of modesty of phil-

osophy, proposes a logical structure of the world: Die logische Aufbau der 

Welt. 

If debates about readings of the world and conflicting ideas of the 

human existence could run through the centuries as debates about what is 

meaningful interpretation of the world the 19
th

 century had opened up a 

debate of what is meaningful at all to be intensified in the 20
th

. Not what is 

rational, but what is rational! While Ball and Hennings invited for Cabaret 

Voltaire, Martin Heidegger finished his thesis on the medieval philosopher 

Duns Scotus, known also as Doctor Subtilis a name many will find appropri-

ate for Heidegger himself. Ten years later, in 1926, he should present his 

manuscript, entitled Sein und Zeit, for the father of phenomenology Edmund 

Husserl, taking phenomenology in new directions. Published April the fol-

lowing year Heidegger demonstrates thinking which is untimely for an age 
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he sees compromising thinking while himself blind to how he compromises 

his person with the age. In 1946 the French teacher in philosophy, Jean 

Beaufret, can ask Heidegger “Comment redonner un sens au mot „Human-

isme‟?”, (p. 313). Does the word humanism still make sense after two world 

wars and political ideologies of the most reactionary form? For Heidegger it 

is a question that requires thinking in an age where thinking is coming to its 

end and is transformed into occupation with different „-isms‟ (p. 315) and 

where it falsely try to dismiss old thinking and start again, (p. 334). 

Misery or dignity, the question is no less apparent after centuries on-

ly the number of answers increases. Perhaps the strategies still maintain an 

idea of the human existence which now faces an age where this idea will be 

erased like a face drawn in sand at the edge of the sea such as the conclud-

ing line is in Michel Foucault‟s Les mots et les choses from 1966, a year in 

which Timothy Leary could form a League for Spiritual Discovery asking 

people to “Turn on, Tune in, Drop out!” Spiritual discovery may be a chemi-

cal experiment of the mind, a mind now to be read through exploring neu-

rons after reading the code of the body in the DNA and, with optimism, to 

provide with new means and inventions for forming the future. Or the spirit-

ual discovery can be a way out of a world increasingly organized from prin-

ciples of a religious model now without the spiritual content, the model of 

economy becoming “a set of practices, bodies of knowledge, measures, and 

institutions that aim to manage, govern, control, and orient – in a way that 

purports to be useful – the behaviors, gestures, and thoughts of human be-

ings” as Giorgio Agamben can write in 2006 in Checos’è un dispositivo?, 

(p. 12). 

It remains to debate how to read the world and whether to read in 

light of misery or dignity; perhaps it is a matter of learning to read in entire-

ly different ways, perhaps finding a new language, perhaps leaving reading 

as strategy remembering Nietzsche saying in Götzendämmerung that we will 

never get rid of God while we still have faith in grammar. But is there any 

reading if there is no alphabet? 
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Vi tale her nærmest om Billedkunsten, Fremstillingen af Menneskeskikkel-

sen; men det er værd at kaste et blik til siden, til arkitekturen, hvor en gan-

ske tilsvarende Bevægelse foregik. En Tidsalders Arkitekturformer og pla-

stiske Former ere overhovedet altid paa det nærmeste beslægtede, Statuen 

og Søjlen have Stil tilfælles (det er – tror jeg – Tidsalderens Stemning med 

Hensyn til det menneskelige Legems Former, som virke bestemmende paa 

Arkitekturen, ikke omvendt). 

Julius Lange (1879) 
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